
KUMAR’s
VERTICAL MEAL
COOLER

Kumar’s Meal Cooler is a vertical, cylindrical multi-compartment vessel designed for 
the efficient drying and cooling of feed meal to optimum atmospheric temperature. 
This cooler includes an agitator and air circulation system that consists of hot and cold 
air blowers, air cyclone, airlock, radiator and air ducting and fitted with a drive with 
gearbox and motor.

ULTRA-EFFICIENT MEAL COOLING FOR 
ALL CAPACITIES
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#101, Kakad Bhavan, 30th Road,
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Bandra W, Mumbai 400 050
T: +91 22 2644 1667 | 6699 0123

CORPORATE HQ 
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T: +91 22 2845 8300/9100

info@kumarmetal.com
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KUMAR METAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Turnkey Solutions: Oil Mills | Edible Oil Refineries | Solvent Extraction Plants

FEATURES

WORKING PRINCIPLE
KMI’s Meal Coolers reduce the temperature and moisture of the meal 
coming out of the Desolventizer Toaster. 

Efficient drying and cooling of meal via aspiration system and 
ideal size and number of perforations.

Level transmitter to maintain the compartmental bed height.

Efficient blower and air heater per required CFM for lower 
power consumption.

Mechanical door and float system to maintain feed bed height.

Size and stages customised to capacity and feed specifications.

Longer life of moving parts - less preventive maintenance and 
higher productivity. 

No-load trials conducted before shipment. 

Proper supports, fixtures and prefabricated side sealing 
supplied for easy assembly and installation onsite.

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

ABOUT KUMAR
Kumar Metal Industries is a process engineering company 
manufacturing advanced Oil Mill, Solvent Extraction and Edible Oil 
Refining plants for companies all over the world. What started as a 
small fabrication unit in 1939, has grown into an industry favourite 
that employs over 400, with 20,000 sqm of factory space spread over 
two locations. 

Through our hard work, integrity and emphasis on superior 
engineering and service, we’ve gained the trust of more than 500 
customers spread over 60 countries worldwide.
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